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1. Introduction

PROJECT OVERVIEW

In Phase 1, Barefoot Planning presented a series of 
recommendations to better align relevant regulatory 
policies with the Town’s key planning objectives. 
These recommendations were supported by staff and 
Council.

In Phase 2, the guiding recommendations from 
Phase 1 were further analyzed to determine [a] 
whether or not such policies would, in fact, facilitate 
achieving the Town’s objectives, and [b] if so, then 
what these new policies should be. The resultant 
policy recommendations were supported by staff 
and Council, with the exception of having a Bonus 
Density framework.

In Phase 3, the supported recommendations were 
further developed as proposed bylaw amendments 
to be presented to the public at an Open 
House (today) and subsequently to Council for 
consideration on November 14.

Staff are available to assist you with any questions 
you may have.

MAP: STUDY AREA
Downtown Mixed Use & Multi-Family Areas

In late 2015, the Town contracted a consultant, Barefoot Planning, to review the way 
density is regulated in Sidney’s Downtown Mixed Use and Multi-Family areas (see 
Study Area map).
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2. Overview of Phases 1 & 2

WHY REVIEW DENSITY?

The purpose of the Density Review is to revisit how 
density is regulated in Sidney and, by doing so, 
inform the Town’s next phase of growth in order to 
maximize community benefit. 

The project team established a set of overarching 
objectives based on the local development and policy 
context:

• Encourage redevelopment & increased population 
to support a number of policy objectives in Sidney’s 
OCP, including economic vitality & regional 
population growth 

• Increase affordability & housing options 

• Ensure contextual densification & a high standard 
of design (e.g., new development that is in context 
with the surrounding neighbourhood) 
 

• Improve policy to streamline processes, facilitate 
development, & harmonize policy documents.

These four objectives are the framework from which 
this review was undertaken.

KEY OUTCOMES OF PHASE 1 & 2

• Units Per Hectare (UPH) maximums in the OCP are 
too low to achieve the Town’s goals

• FAR is a superior alternative 

• Existing UPH maximums also:
• Underutilize land / limit development potential
• Risk redeveloping without benefits of higher 

densities and good design 
• Push developers and the Town into rezoning 

processes to achieve viable projects – which acts 
as a barrier to development 

• Current parking regulations limit density and 
diminish design objectives.

• Parking cash-in-lieu fee should be reduced 
from $20,000 to $5-10,000 per stall 

• Provisions for Family-size units could help meet 
long-term housing needs

• 10% of new multifamily units should be a 
minimum of 3 bedroom 

• Density bonusing should be thoughtfully employed 
to achieve the Town’s planning objectives, facilitate 
higher quality development, and recapture some 
created value for the community.

Bonus Density
Although recommended in Phases 1 and 2, Council directed to not pursue a new Bonus Density framework and, 
instead, establish single FAR maximums for each zone. As part of this, the existing UPH bonus system will be 
eliminated and most existing CD40 zoned (bonus) properties will be redesignated to a standard zone (e.g., C1).

In Phases 1 & 2 of the Density Review, the consultant made several key 
recommendations to improve the regulation of density in Sidney.
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3. What is Density?

WHAT IS DENSITY?

Density tends to refer to population density (number 
of people in a given area) or residential density 
(number of residential units in a given area). But, 
density can also refer to built form – the size and 
shape of buildings. For example, taller buildings 
express a greater density than shorter buildings.

While these concepts are related, they do not – 
importantly – share a reciprocal relationship. In other 
words, more residential density does not necessitate 
larger buildings. 

This (lack of) relationship is reflected in the proposed 
bylaw amendments from this review. The proposed 
regulations actually limit the form (size and shape) 
of development more than current regulations, while 
accommodating more residential density (household 
units) within.

WHY ENCOURAGE DENSITY?

Policies in Sidney’s OCP encourage using less land 
to house more people, jobs, and amenities in the 
creation of a ‘complete’ community. 

Such walkable ‘villages’ allow people to meet their 
daily needs without relying on cars. Public transit, 
cycling, and walking become viable transportation 
options. Local business thrives on the increased 
population. A greater mix of unit types facilitates 
housing affordability. Public infrastructure and 
services can reach more people at less cost. And, all of 
these factors contribute to the overall environmental, 
social, and economic health of the community.

The risk of current density regulations is rebuilding 
Sidney’s core without sufficient density to support 
local shops and services, to accommodate a growing 
population, or to ensure long-term economic vitality 
and resilience – a missed opportunity.

The word ‘density’ can bring a host of connotations, perceptions, and misconceptions. 
It is important to have a shared understanding of what density is and what it can look 
like in the Sidney context. 

An example of good density and a walkable village An example of incoherent, car-oriented densification
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4. From UPH to FAR

WHAT IS FAR?

FAR = Floor Area / Total Lot Area. For example, a 
four storey building with each floor being 250m2 has 
a total floor area of 1,000m2. On a 1,000m2 lot, this 
means a FAR of 1000/1000, which equals 1.0 FAR.

FAR does not dictate design but dictates the amount 
of floor area permitted, which can be built based 
on the height, lot coverage, and setback regulations 
found in the Zoning Bylaw. The following illustrates 
the relationship between FAR, floor area, and lot 
coverage. In each scenario, the lot area and the total 
floor area are the same.

WHY FAR?

• FAR limits total floor area while allowing for 
flexibility of unit size and built design 

• FAR is amenable to creating attainable units (e.g., 
smaller, lower priced units) 

• FAR can be better aligned with other zoning 
provisions and design objectives 

• FAR facilitates the creation of vibrancy & economic 
vitality through increased densities and good design 

• FAR supports redevelopment and sufficient densities 
to achieve the goals of the Town – set by the OCPTotal Floor Area = 1,000m

2

Lot Coverage = 100%
FAR = 1.0

Total Floor Area = 1,000m
2

Lot Coverage = 50%
FAR = 1.0

Total Floor Area = 1,000m
2

Lot Coverage = 25%
FAR = 1.0

Comparison
Red (4 storeys) = 1.0 FAR
Green (2 storeys) = 1.0 FAR
Blue (1 storey) = 1.0 FAR

Floor Area Ratio (FAR) regulates density in ways that complement the objectives 
of Sidney by not restricting the number or size of units in a development and by 
ensuring new development complements existing neighbourhoods.

FAR Exclusions
In calculating FAR, some areas are excluded  
to promote better design, livability, or energy 
efficiency. Part or all of the below areas are 
proposed FAR exclusions:
- open balconies, porches, rooftop patios, etc.
- parking within a building envelope
- bicycle storage within a building envelope
- mechanical equipment located below grade
- amenity areas up to 10% of the total floor area
- areas dedicated to public use 
- some undeveloped floor areas
- some residential storage
- renewable energy up to 1% of total floor area
- additional wall thickness for energy efficiency



5. Proposed FAR – RM5 

PROPOSED FAR REGULATION

Existing
Max Lot Coverage = 55%
Max Height = 2.5 storeys
Achievable FAR (not regulated) = up to 1.49 FAR

Proposed RM5 Max FAR = 0.75 

How will it be regulated?

What does it look like?
As shown, the proposed FAR regulation actually 
limits the maximum permitted building size more 
than current UPH regulations. !e images (right) 
show example RM5 scenario along with the current 
achievable building envelope..
 
It is important to note that, as illustrated on the 
previous board, FAR does not dictate design. 
!erefore, these are illustrative examples of achievable 
building forms – close to the max permitted FAR.

EXAMPLE RM5 SCENARIOS

Scenario 1
0.75 FAR = 2.5 storeys at 42% (with parking in the 
half storey)

Scenario 2
0.75 FAR = 2 storeys at 50% (with parking on 40% of 
the ground "oor)

To determine appropriate FAR maximums, an analysis of [a] existing regulations, [b] 
various development scenarios, and [c] desired building forms was undertaken.

RM5 Density
Permitted FAR
- 0.0 to 0.75 FAR
- No rezoning

0.0 FAR

0.75

0.76+ Not Permitted
- Above 0.75 FAR
- Requires rezoning    
(council discretion)
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Residential

Setbacks

Parking 
(within building)

Proposed max 
building size (FAR)
(parking cannot be residential)

Existing max 
building size 
(and parking could 
be residential)

Residential

Setbacks

Parking 
(within building)

Proposed max 
building size (FAR)
(parking cannot be residential)

Existing max 
building size 
(and parking could 
be residential)



6. Proposed FAR – RM6 

PROPOSED FAR REGULATION

Existing
Max Lot Coverage = 55-65% (depends on parking)
Max Height = 3 storeys
Achievable FAR (not regulated) = up to 1.76 FAR

Proposed RM6 Max FAR = 0.90 

How will it be regulated?

What does it look like?
As shown, the proposed FAR regulation actually 
limits the maximum permitted building size more 
than current UPH regulations. !e images (right) 
show example RM6 scenario along with the current 
achievable building envelope..
 
It is important to note that, as illustrated on the 
previous board, FAR does not dictate design. 
!erefore, these are illustrative examples of achievable 
building forms – close to the max permitted FAR.

EXAMPLE RM6 SCENARIOS

Scenario 1
0.90 FAR = 2.5 storeys at 50% (with parking in the 
half storey)

Scenario 2
0.89 FAR = 3 storeys at 38% (with parking on 40% of 
the ground "oor)

To determine appropriate FAR maximums, an analysis of [a] existing regulations, [b] 
various development scenarios, and [c] desired building forms was undertaken.

RM6 Density
Permitted FAR
- 0.0 to 0.90 FAR
- No rezoning

0.0 FAR

0.90

0.91+ Not Permitted
- Above 0.90 FAR
- Requires rezoning    
(council discretion)
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Residential

Setbacks

Parking 
(within building)

Proposed max 
building size (FAR)
(parking cannot be residential)

Existing max 
building size 
(and parking could 
be residential)

Residential

Setbacks

Parking 
(within building)

Proposed max 
building size (FAR)
(parking cannot be residential)

Existing max 
building size 
(parking could be 
residential)



7. Proposed FAR – RM7

PROPOSED FAR REGULATION

Existing
Max Lot Coverage = 55-65% (depends on parking)
Max Height = 4 storeys
Achievable FAR (not regulated) = up to 2.34 FAR

Proposed RM7 Max FAR = 1.30

How will it be regulated?

What does it look like?
As shown, the proposed FAR regulation actually 
limits the maximum permitted building size more 
than current UPH regulations. !e images (right) 
show example RM7 scenario along with the current 
achievable building envelope..
 
It is important to note that, as illustrated on the 
previous board, FAR does not dictate design. 
!erefore, these are illustrative examples of achievable 
building forms – close to the max permitted FAR.

EXAMPLE RM7 SCENARIOS

Scenario 1
1.30 FAR = 4 storeys at 40% (with parking on 40% of 
the ground "oor)

Scenario 2
1.30 FAR = 3.5 storeys at 48% (with parking in the 
half storey)

To determine appropriate FAR maximums, an analysis of [a] existing regulations, [b] 
various development scenarios, and [c] desired building forms was undertaken.

RM7 Density
Permitted FAR
- 0.0 to 1.30 FAR
- No rezoning

0.0 FAR

1.30

1.31+ Not Permitted
- Above 1.30 FAR
- Requires rezoning    
(council discretion)
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Residential

Setbacks

Parking 
(within building)

Proposed max 
building size (FAR)
(parking cannot be residential)

Existing max 
building size 
(and parking could 
be residential)

Residential

Parking 
(within building)

Proposed max 
building size (FAR)
(parking cannot be residential)

Existing max 
building size 
(and parking could 
be residential)



8. Proposed FAR – C1 (on Beacon)

PROPOSED FAR REGULATION

Existing
Max Lot Coverage = 100% (~97% achievable)
Max Height = 3 storeys
Achievable FAR (not regulated) = up to 2.62 FAR

Proposed C1 (on Beacon) Max FAR = 2.30

How will it be regulated?

What does it look like?
As shown, the proposed FAR regulation actually 
limits the maximum permitted building size more 
than current UPH regulations. !e images (right) 
show example C1 (on Beacon) scenario along with 
the current achievable building envelope..
 
It is important to note that, as illustrated on the 
previous board, FAR does not dictate design. 
!erefore, these are illustrative examples of achievable 
building forms – close to the max permitted FAR.

C1 (on Beacon) SCENARIOS

Scenario 1
2.30 FAR = 3 storeys at 97% (with parking on 40% of 
the ground "oor)

Scenario 2
2.30 FAR = 1 storeys at 95% and 2 storeys at 85% 
(with no parking in the building envelope)

To determine appropriate FAR maximums, an analysis of [a] existing regulations, [b] 
various development scenarios, and [c] desired building forms was undertaken.

C1 (on Beacon) 
Density

Permitted FAR
- 0.0 to 2.30 FAR
- No rezoning

0.0 FAR

2.30

2.31+ Not Permitted
- Above 2.30 FAR
- Requires rezoning    
(council discretion)
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Mixed Use

Parking 
(within building)

Proposed max 
building size (FAR)
(parking cannot be mixed use)

Existing max 
building size 
(and parking could 
be mixed use)

Mixed Use

Proposed max 
building size (FAR)

Existing max 
building size 



9. Proposed FAR – C1 (o! Beacon)

PROPOSED FAR REGULATION

Existing
Max Lot Coverage = 100% (~97% achievable)
Max Height = 4 storeys
Achievable FAR (not regulated) = up to 3.49 FAR

Proposed C1 (o! Beacon) Max FAR = 2.40

How will it be regulated?

What does it look like?
As shown, the proposed FAR regulation actually 
limits the maximum permitted building size more 
than current UPH regulations. !e images (right) 
show example C1 (o# Beacon) scenario along with 
the current achievable building envelope..
 
It is important to note that, as illustrated on the 
previous board, FAR does not dictate design. 
!erefore, these are illustrative examples of achievable 
building forms – close to the max permitted FAR.

C1 (o! Beacon) SCENARIOS

Scenario 1
2.40 FAR = 4 storeys at 75% (with parking on 50% of 
the ground "oor)

Scenario 2
2.40 FAR = 3 storeys at 75% and 1 storey at 50% (with 
no parking in the building envelope)

To determine appropriate FAR maximums, an analysis of [a] existing regulations, [b] 
various development scenarios, and [c] desired building forms was undertaken.

C1 (o! Beacon) 
Density

Permitted FAR
- 0.0 to 2.40 FAR
- No rezoning

0.0 FAR

2.40

2.41+ Not Permitted
- Above 2.40 FAR
- Requires rezoning    
(council discretion)
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Mixed Use

Parking 
(within building)

Proposed max 
building size (FAR)
(parking cannot be mixed use)

Existing max 
building size 
(and parking could 
be mixed use)

Mixed Use

Proposed max 
building size (FAR)

Existing max 
building size 



10. VISUALIZING FAR IN SIDNEY

2419 Malaview Ave. – RM5 zoning, UPH = 40
Built FAR = 0.57 // Proposed RM5 max = 0.70

9650 First St. – RM6 zoning, UPH = 74
Built FAR = 1.00 // Proposed RM6 max = 0.90

9950 Fourth St. – RM7 zoning, UPH = 72
Built FAR = 0.88 // Proposed RM7 max = 1.30

10152 Third St. – RM5 zoning, UPH = 48
Built FAR = 0.71 // Proposed RM5 max = 0.70

2350 Henry Ave. – RM6 zoning, UPH = 39
Built FAR = 0.55 // Proposed RM5 max = 0.90

 2318 James White Blvd. – RM7 zoning, UPH = 62
FAR = 0.85 // Proposed RM7 max = 1.30
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11. VISUALIZING FAR IN SIDNEY

9776 Fourth ST. – C1 (off Beacon) zoning (bonus)
Built FAR = 2.29 // Proposed C1 (off Beacon) max = 2.40

9830 Second St. – C1 (off Beacon) zoning 
Built FAR = 2.17 // Proposed C1 (off Beacon) max = 2.40

2451 Beacon Ave. – C1 (on Beacon) zoning
Built FAR = 2.82 // Proposed C1 (on Beacon) max = 2.30
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FAMILY-SIZE UNITS

Overview
“Family-size” units typically refer to 2-3+ bedroom 
apartment units. These units are not meant to 
necessarily be bought by families, initially. The 
intention is to increase the mix of unit sizes in the 
housing stock in order to meet future housing needs.

Proposed Regulations
• A minimum of 10% of all new multi-family units 

must be 3-bedroom (min. 100m2/1,000ft2) or larger 

• A reduced requirement will be considered for 
small lots and for mixed use buildings 

MINIMUM BUILDING HEIGHT

Overview
A related policy requires a minimum height for 
multifamily buildings, including townhouses. In 
Sidney, a two storey minimum would help to [1] 
create a strong, complementary design aesthetic in the 
study area, [2] ensure a better mix of housing types, 
and [3] better utilize residential land.

Proposed Regulations
• All new multifamily and mixed use development 

must be at least 2-storeys in height; and, the second 
storey must be at least 50% of the livable floor area 
of the first storey.

12. Family-size Units / Minimum 

By promoting the development of a mix of housing types and sizes, the Town can 
ensure that it meets the housing needs of the community over time and of individuals 
throughout their lifespan. 

2.5 storey townhouses on Fifth Street maximize the use of 
residential land in the study area while achieving a high standard of 
design.

1 storey townhouses underutilize residential land in the study area 
and allow roof forms to dominate the streetscape.
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WHAT MASSING PROVISIONS? 

In Phases 1 and 2, the following massing provisions 
were analyzed in detail:

Streetwall provisions, which help to develop a 
consistent 2-4 storey building face along a street to 
(a) create a more comfortable pedestrian experience 
through a greater ‘sense of enclosure” and (b) lend to 
a more cohesive aesthetic and stronger sense of place. 

Upper storey stepbacks, which mitigate the effects 
of taller buildings by reducing visual impacts and 
increasing sunlight penetration. These policies are 
typically applied to taller buildings than what is 
permitted in Sidney (e.g., 6+ storeys). 

Adjacency setbacks and stepbacks, which directly 
address impacts of taller buildings on adjacent land 
uses (e.g., detached homes). This may involve setbacks 
for the building or stepbacks of upper storeys.

GUIDELINES OR REGULATIONS?

Sidney currently has massing guidelines (which 
encourage) in the OCP. If adopted in the Zoning 
Bylaw, these become regulations (which require) and 
so strengthen the control of building form.

When we think of dictating a desired built form for 
any given location, however, there are many factors to 
consider:

• What are the surrounding built forms and zoning?
• What side of the street is the lot on?
• How large is the lot?
• How wide is the street that the lot fronts on?

Therefore, it is often necessary to examine the ideal 
massing for development on a case-by-case basis (i.e., 
guidelines) – rather than assume a one-size-fits-all 
policy (i.e., regulations).

PROPOSED MASSING PROVISIONS

The following massing provisions are proposed:

• Adopt (and strengthen) existing streetwall 
guidelines into the Zoning Bylaw for the C1 Zone 

• Min. 2 storey building wall along any street 

• Amend the existing Development Permit Area 
Guidelines for upper storey stepbacks and adjacency 
setbacks and stepbacks 

• Improve guidelines for upper storey setbacks, 
while only encouraging them on the fourth 
storey (not third) and above 

• Refine guidelines for adjacency setbacks and 
stepbacks to only encourage them on the third 
storey and above in the case when a taller 
building is proposed immediately adjacent to 
a single or two-family home with limited side/
rear setbacks

13. Massing Provisions

Massing provisions dictate building form beyond typical zoning regulations (e.g., 
height, setbacks). They may take the form of guidelines (which “encourage”) or 
regulations (which “require”). 
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WHAT IS OFF-STREET PARKING?

Off-street parking minimums determine the number 
of parking stalls required in a development. Typically, 
a developer may pay ‘cash in lieu’ of providing a 
specified number of these stalls.

Strictly enforcing off-street parking requirements 
has worked and will continue to work against the 
Town’s objectives. For example, because underground 
parking is not generally viable in Sidney, parking 
minimums tend to [a] dictate building design; [b] 
reduce the buildable residential density; and [c] 
reduce the ability to provide more affordable housing. 

Better accommodating reduced off-street parking  
works toward those same objectives and speaks to 
[1] trends in transportation behaviour (e.g., reduced 
car ownership), particularly in young adults, and [2] 
proper utilization of existing infrastructure.

The following points address concerns about building 
housing without ‘enough’ parking:

• The majority of development applications in the 
study area already request reduced parking to [a] 
create a financially viable project, and [b] meet the 
current (lower) demand in the market for parking. 
Variances are being granted without the (too high) 
pay-in-lieu fee being collected. 

• With reduced off-street parking, more residents may 
park on the street in the study area, but...  

• The Town has an extensive, multi-million dollar 

infrastructure that is underutilized – its roads 

• Transportation consultants have concluded that 
Sidney’s on-street parking demand is not at a 
problematic level 

• While the vast majority of on-street parking occurs 
during the day (e.g., people shopping/working), the 
rest of the time (evenings, nights, early morning), 
this infrastructure is greatly underutilized – when 
residents would typically use those spaces. 

• Allowing residents and visitors to both utilize on-
street parking in urban areas allows [a] the proper 
utilization of incredibly expensive infrastructure 
(roads) and [b] development that maximizes the 
value of land in the study area. 

PROPOSED REGULATIONS

• Maintain existing Apartment and Townhouse 
parking minimums 

• Reduce existing Retail and Office minimums from 1 
per 40m2 to 1 per 80m2, making them comparable to 
residential requirements (approximately 1 per 80m2) 

• Enforce a pay in-lieu fee of $10,000 per space 

• Establish a new Alternative Transportation Fund to 
which in-lieu payments are made

• Adopt a new regulation, allowing a maximum of 
50% of a property be used for surface parking

14. Off-street Parking

The study area is compact and walkable, making it an ideal location for residential 
and commercial uses in which parking minimums do not exist or are easily relaxed.
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